Methods of causing change has varied throughout history; usually with the new tools of communication it has taken a new step, taking a different direction. In the 21st century, one can see many different attempts to change things, and various groups claim “another world is possible”. Yet, the methods might vary as much as the groups employing them.

In this week’s Today Talks we are going to discuss methods of changing and activism. The question is; how can one make changes? What are the tools popularly used by citizens and activists in order to achieve change? Currently two Danish activists and film-makers Elena Asklof and Peter Laugesen are driving around Europe to film for a documentary where they ask activists how to make changes. Is it by protesting? Starting small initiatives? Becoming a politician? Or something else? How can we change the world and how can our activist efforts be improved? This discussion session is going to be filmed for potential use in the documentary.
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